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Abstract

Constraint Dependency Grammar �CDG� is a
constraint�based grammatical formalism that has a
weak generative capacity beyond context�free gram�
mars and supports a very �exible parsing algorithm for
working with feature grammars� however� the running
time of the parser is O�n��� Hence� we have investi�
gated how to improve the running time of the parser by
applying feature constraints di�erentially and by using
aggregate unary constraints� which can be applied in
O�n
� time� Additional speedup was achieved by in�
tegrating the �ltering algorithm more tightly with the
parser and by supporting the use of a varying number
of roles for word classes�
Key words� Parsing� NLP� Constraint Satisfaction�

Introduction� CDG Parsing

Constraint Dependency Grammar �CDG�� introduced
by Maruyama �	� 
� ��� uses constraints to determine
which dependencies are grammatical for a sentence�
The parsing algorithm is framed as a constraint satis�
faction problem� the parsing rules are the constraints
and the solutions are the parses� A CDG is de�ned as a
four�tuple� h�� R� L�Ci� where � is a �nite set of lexical
categories �e�g�� noun�� R is a �nite set of role types�
fr	� � � � � rpg� L is a �nite set of labels� fl	� � � � � lqg�

and C is a �nite set of constraints� which determine
the grammatical dependencies for a sentence� A sen�
tence s � w	 w
 � � �wn is a string of �nite length n and
is an element of ��� Each word wi� � of a sentence
s keeps track of p di�erent roles� A role is a variable
that is assigned role values� which are elements of the
set L � MOD� where MOD � f	� 
� � � �� ng and n is
sentence length� Each label in L indicates a di�erent
syntactic function� and m speci�es the position that
the role value�s word is modifying when it takes on
the function speci�ed by the label� l �e�g�� subj���� A
modi�ee of NIL indicates that a role value does not re�
quire a modi�ee� Role values assigned to roles record
the dependencies between words in the sentence� It is
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common to use two types of roles� governor and needs�
A governor role is assigned a role value with a mod�
i�ee pointing at its parent or governor �e�g�� subj���
when assigned to the governor role of a noun� indicates
the noun�s function as a subject when it is controlled
�or governed� by the word in position ��� Need roles
are used to ensure the requirements of a word are met
�e�g�� a verb subcategorizing for an object needs one
unless it has passive voice��

A sentence s is said to be generated by the gram�
mar G if there exists an assignment A that maps a
role value to each of the n � p roles for s such that C
is satis�ed� There may be more than one assignment
of role values to the roles of a sentence that satis�es
C� in which case the sentence is ambiguous given C�
C is a �rst�order predicate calculus formula over as�
signments of role values to roles with the form� �x��
role�x����x�� role�x�� � �x� �� x��� � � ��xa� role�xa� � �x

a

�� x�� � �x
a
�� x�� � � � � � �x

a
�� x

a� �� �P� � P� � � � ��

P
m
�� where each xi ranges over all of the role values

in each of the roles for each word of s� Each Pi has
the form� IF Antecedent THEN Consequent� where
Antecedent and Consequent are predicates involving
�� �� or �� or predicates joined by the logical con�
nectives and� or� or not� Several access functions are
de�ned for accessing the needed grammatical informa�
tion associated with a role value assignment in order
to test it for grammaticality in C� �pos x� returns
the position� �cat x�� the lexical category� �rid x��
the role name� �lab x�� the label� and �mod x�� the
modi�ee� Constants allowed in C include elements and
subsets of � � R � L� A subformula Pi in C may con�
tain up to a variables based on the de�nition of CDG�
A subformula is called a unary constraint if it contains
only a single variable �by convention� we use x	� and
a binary constraint if it contains two variables �x	 and
x
�� The unary constraint below requires a role value
associated with a governor role of an adverb with label
vmod to modify something �i�e�� its modi�ee can�t be
NIL��

�if �and �� �cat x�� adv�
�� �rid x�� governor�
�� �lab x�� vmod��

�not �� �mod x�� NIL���

The value of a� the maximum number of variables in
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the subformulas of C� is called the arity parameter for
a CDG� A CDG also has a degree parameter� which is
the number of roles per word �i�e�� jRj��

Maruyama �	� 
� �� casts the problem of parsing
sentences with CDG as a constraint satisfaction prob�
lem� the parsing rules are the constraints and the so�
lutions are the parses� Each word in a sentence has
a set of grammatical functions it must serve� these
functions are associated with the di�erent roles �vari�
ables� that a word can have� In Maruyama�s parser�
all words have the same number of roles� and these
roles are assigned an exhaustive set of possible role
values at the beginning of the parsing algorithm� For
e�ciency purposes� unary constraints are applied �rst
to the generated role values� eliminating those that are
incompatible with the constraints� The time needed to
construct the role values and apply unary constraints

to them is O�Gun

�� where n is the number of words in

the sentence and Gu is a grammar constant represent�
ing the time to apply the unary constraints to a role
value� Next� binary constraints are enforced� Binary
constraints determine which pairs of role values can
legally coexist� To keep track of pairs of role values�
arcs connecting each role to all other roles in the con�
straint network �CN� are constructed� Each arc has an
associated arc matrix� whose row and column indices
indicate the role values associated with the two roles
it connects� The entries in an arc matrix can either
be a � �indicating that the two role values indexing
the entry are compatible� or a � �indicating that the
two role values cannot simultaneously exist�� Before
binary constraint propagation� all entries in each ma�
trix are set to �� The time to create the arcs and
propagate binary constraints over pairs of role values
is O�Gbn

��� where Gb is a grammar constant repre�
senting the time to apply binary constraints to a pair
of role values� The �nal step of the algorithm is to
eliminate logically inconsistent role values by using an
arc consistency algorithm ��� �� requiring O�n�� time�
The role values that remain indicate those grammat�
ical relations that may still hold for the sentence� A
parse is extracted by searching through the roles and
selecting role values that are compatible with all of the
other role values associated with the other roles �given
the arc matrices��

Although the running time of the CDG parser
is O�n��� the grammar approach provides some ad�
vantages over context�free grammars �CFGs�� First�
Maruyama �	� 
� �� has proven that CDGs with an arity
of 
 �and a degree of 
� have a weak generative capacity
beyond context�free grammars� Second� in CDG pars�
ing� the presence of ambiguity can trigger the prop�
agation of additional constraints to further re�ne the
parse for a sentence� A core set of constraints that hold
universally can be propagated �rst� and then� if ambi�
guity remains� additional� possibly context�dependent
���� constraints can be applied� This �exibility can be
utilized to create a smart language processing system�

one that decides when and how to use its constraints
based on the state of a parse� Third� CDG makes no a
priori assumptions inconsistent with processing free�
order languages� unlike context�free grammars�

Improvements in Constraint De�
pendency Grammar Parsing

The �exibility of CDG provides an excellent founda�
tion for building natural language processing systems
that can be adapted to a variety of uses� Unfortunately
Maruyama�s parser does not support the simultaneous
analysis of sentences with multiple alternative lexical
categories �e�g�� can is a noun� verb� or modal� nor
multiple feature values �e�g�� the as a determiner can
modify nouns that are third person singular or third
person plural�� A second di�culty with Maruyama�s
CDG parser is the slow parsing times resulting from
the exhaustive creation of all possible role values for
all roles� regardless of the information provided by the
words in the sentence�

The �rst problem was addressed� at least in part�
by Harper and Helzerman ���� who adapted the CDG
parsing algorithm to allow the simultaneous parsing of
alternative sentences resulting from lexical or feature
ambiguity� From this work� the concept of a MUSE
CSP �MU ltiply SEgmented Constraint Satisfaction
Problem� ��� was developed to support the e�cient
simultaneous processing of multiple alternative con�
straint satisfaction problems� The foundation of this
approach is a new arc consistency algorithm� MUSE
AC�	� which operates over constraint networks con�
taining lexical alternatives �either from the presence
of alternative sentence hypotheses� alternative lexical
classes� and�or alternative feature values for one or
more words�� Faster MUSE arc consistency algorithms
�i�e�� MUSE AC�
 and MUSE AC��� have been devel�
oped ��� 	��� The fastest algorithm� MUSE AC��� is
used in the experiments described in this paper� A
tightly integrated version of MUSE AC�� is evaluated
in the last experiment�

Harper and Helzerman ��� discuss some of the ben�
e�ts and problems that result from incorporating fea�
tures into a CDG� Features are very e�ective in any
grammar for reducing the number of rules needed to
represent grammatical relations� the same is true in
CDG� Unfortunately� it is computationally expensive
to apply all of the constraints that access information
about all lexical features at one time� To apply a con�
straint that accesses information about one or more
feature types to a role value �or role value pair�� it
�they� must have a speci�c feature value de�ned for
each feature type in order for the constraint to be ap�
plicable� Including features in any type of grammar
can a�ect the computational complexity of its parsing
algorithm as shown by Maxwell and Kaplan �		�� Be�
cause the order in which the constraints in CDG are
propagated does not a�ect the resulting parse analysis
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of a sentence� we can order groups of constraints intelli�
gently to decrease parsing times� Phrasal �i�e�� feature�
less� constraints can be applied before any of the con�
straints that test for feature values� Further� by break�
ing the feature constraints into various groups� apply�
ing each group independently of the others� and �l�
tering after each group�s application to achieve MUSE
arc consistency� the number of valid role values or role
value pairs� to which all of the constraints must be
applied� should be reduced� improving parsing times�
This hypothesis� which was raised but not tested by
Harper and Helzerman ���� will be tested here�

The idea of applying feature constraints in groups
and eliminating as many ungrammatical role values
before preparing for another feature is not the only
way that the CDG parsing algorithm can be made
faster� It is a simple matter to construct a grammar
table to limit the role values generated for a particu�
lar role to those that are appropriate to the role and
its lexical category ���� Unary constraints can also
be used to prevent the initial creation of role values
that are incompatible with those constraints� Unfortu�
nately� these improvements have a major impact only

on the O�n
� phase of the parsing algorithm� An even
more dramatic improvement in running time would re�
sult if we could eliminate additional role values during
the unary constraint propagation step that would nor�
mally require binary constraint propagation and �l�
tering� In general� unary constraints are able to ex�
amine only the information associated with a single
role value� A typical unary constraint will limit the
label and modi�ee of the role value based on the role
value�s features and possibly its root word� In con�
trast� a typical binary constraint limits the types of
words that a role value can modify� For example� a
binary constraint might indicate that a subject must
modify a tensed verb� Binary constraints cannot be

applied until the arc matrices are created in the O�n��
part of the parsing algorithm� In this paper� we will
show how information associated with the words in
the sentence can be used to eliminate additional role
values during unary constraint propagation� To this
end� we have developed the concept of aggregate con�
straints� which restrict the role values to those that
would be allowed based on information extracted from
the set of binary constraints in the grammar and ap�
plied during unary constraint propagation� We will
determine whether aggregate constraints decrease the
time needed to parse a sentence using CDG�

Maruyama�s de�nition of CDG requires that each
word keep track of exactly p roles� This assumption
leads to the creation of exactly p roles per word� with
most of those roles being �lled with a blank�nil role
value� These role values are essentially �llers� serving
no grammatical function� yet requiring computational
resources �i�e�� constraints must be applied to them
and they must be �ltered�� Hence� we have modi�
�ed our parser to allow di�erent lexical items to have

a di�erent number of roles for each word class� The
speedup to the parser resulting from this modi�cation
will also be evaluated in this paper�

Implementation Issues and Ex�
periments

For these experiments� we have constructed a CDG
to parse the sentences in the DARPA Resource Man�
agement �RM� corpus �	
�� a 	����word task do�
main de�ned for speech recognition evaluation� The
RM corpus contains 
��� sentences derived from sen�
tence templates based on interviews with naval per�
sonnel familiar with naval resource management tasks�
The sentences comprising the corpus consist of wh�
questions and yes�no�questions about ships� ports�
etc�� along with commands to control a graphics dis�
play system� While the RM corpus is restricted� it
does contain a wide variety of grammar constructs and
a fairly rich semantics� The CDG constructed to cover
this corpus uses 	� lexical categories� � roles� �
 la�
bels� 	� lexical feature types �for example� subcat�
agr� case� verb type �e�g�� progressive�� mood� gap�
inverted� voice� gender� sem type� and conj type��
and a total of 	��� unary and binary constraints�

All parsing experiments were performed on a 
��
MHz Ultra Sparc running Solaris 
��� For e�ciency�
Experiments 	�� make use of the aggregate constraints
described in Experiment � for all test conditions� Ex�
periments � and � use the strategies that were found
to be the most e�ective in Experiments 	�� to eval�
uate the impact of aggregate constraints and the ef�
fect of supporting a di�erential number of roles per
lexical class� A set of 
��� sentences were parsed
in these experiments consisting of the 
��� RM sen�
tences plus additional sentences to test combinations
of syntactic constructions not found in the RM corpus�
The number of sentences with each length are denoted
as hlengthi�hnumberi� 
��
� ����� ��	
�� ��
��� ������
������ ������ ����
� 	��
��� 		�
	�� 	
�	�
� 	��		��
	����� 	����� 	���	� 	��	
� 	��	
� 	���� 
���� 
	��� 

���
The average sentence length is ���� words� In gen�
eral� the longest sentences in this corpus are more di��
cult to parse because they contain one or more relative
clauses and often contain one or more conjunctions�

Experiments ���� Constraint Groups
and Parsing Time

As described by Harper and Helzerman ���� feature
value compatibility across a set of words is enforced
by duplicating word nodes �along with their role values
and arc matrices� and assigning a single feature value
for the feature being tested by a constraint� A naive
and computationally expensive way �both in space and
time� to parse sentences with multiple feature types
is to initially duplicate each word node so that all of
the possible combinations of feature values are covered
prior to constraint propagation� Fortunately� there is
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an alternative� when the parser is propagating con�
straints� it can incrementally choose a group of con�
straints with a particular feature type �e�g�� subcat��
The feature is then speci�ed in the CN by duplicat�
ing nodes with multiple values for that feature and
assigning only one feature value to each node�s role
values� Constraints containing only that feature type
�or feature types for features that have been previously
speci�ed� can then be applied to the node�s role val�
ues� eliminating many of the grammatically incorrect
role values before other types of features are speci�ed
and their constraints are propagated�

Implementation of incremental feature speci�ca�
tion is achieved by sorting constraints into constraint
groups by matching feature type characteristics and
using a bit�vector to track which features have been
speci�ed� �Constraints are also divided into aggregate�
unary� and binary constraints within each group�� Any
constraints with identical feature types are grouped
together so that they can later be applied when the
proper features have been speci�ed� This is done for
all of the combinations of feature types found in the

grammar constraints �there are at most 
k possible
groups given k features�� Due to the nature of the
grammar and the power of our constraints� our gram�
mar needed only 	�� constraint groups �far short of

the possible 
	� given 	� features�� To keep track
of which features have been speci�ed for a node and
therefore which constraint groups can be applied to its
role values at each step of the parsing process� a fea�
ture bit�vector is used� Whenever a feature is speci�ed
�assigned a speci�c value�� this event is recorded in the
bit�vector� This enables any constraint groups whose
feature type con�guration would make them applica�
ble and which have not yet been applied to be applied
to the CN�

The simplest algorithm for parsing using incre�
mental feature speci�cation is given in Figure 	� Note
that� in this implementation� the order in which the
feature types are speci�ed is indicated ahead of time
by the grammar writer� This algorithm applies all
featureless unary constraints to the role values be�
fore building the CN in order to decrease the size of
the network� Then all featureless binary constraints
are applied and the CN is �ltered using MUSE AC���
The algorithm then cycles through each feature type�
The nodes in the CN are modi�ed to specify a fea�
ture� i� Unary constraints and binary constraints for
any constraint groups that are applicable are then ap�
plied �i�e�� constraints containing single feature types
or combinations of feature types�� Note that the bit
vector approach prevents a constraint group from be�
ing applied more than once� Finally� MUSE AC�� is
used to bring the CN to a state of arc consistency� re�
ducing the size of the network before another feature
is speci�ed�

When featureless constraints are propagated� the

�� procedure Parse ��f
�� Generate Role Values
�� Apply Featureless Unary Constraints
�� Complete Constraint Network �CN�
� Apply Featureless Binary Constraints
�� Apply MUSE AC��
	� for each Feature Type i f
�� Prepare CN for Feature i
�� Bit�Vector�i� �� true
�
� for each Applicable Constraint Group j f
��� Apply Unary Constraints for Group j
��� Apply Binary Constraints for Group j
��� Mark group j as applied g
��� Apply MUSE AC�� gg

Figure 	� A procedure for parsing using incremental
feature speci�cation�

unary constraints are applied before the CN is read�
ied for binary constraint propagation� The unary con�

straints� which require only O�n
� time to propagate�
eliminate incompatible role values directly� unlike bi�
nary constraints� which require an additional arc con�
sistency ��ltering� step to eliminate ungrammatical
role values� �A binary constraint can only indicate
that a pair of role values is mutually incompatible��
The algorithm could be simpli�ed by creating the CN
in one step and then applying featureless unary and
binary constraints at the same time� however� this is
not done in practice because it would be slower� For
constraints containing features� it is likely that the sep�
arate handling of unary and binary constraints would
also be the most e�cient method� Even though the
arcs have already been constructed for featureless bi�
nary constraints� the CN must be updated at both the
role level and arc level to support the propagation of
a set of featured unary and binary constraints� The
procedure in Figure 	 updates the network in one step
�on line ��� This is a simple approach� cleanly divid�
ing the problem of feature speci�cation from the pro�
cess of applying the constraints� However� this could
alternatively be done in two steps� The application
of unary constraints does not require arcs� and there�
fore could happen before the arc matrices are recon�
structed� Although this requires some overhead and
is not as straightforward� it has the advantage of re�
ducing the number of role values before the arc ma�
trices are reconstructed� This could translate into a
time savings in the application of binary constraints
�which is O�n���� However� it is not clear if this sav�
ings will justify the overhead incurred by changing the
algorithm�

Thus� Experiment 	 was conducted to test
whether it is better to prepare the CN in one or two
steps� For this experiment� we specify each feature
type� one at a time� as in Figure 	� In the �rst case� we
complete the update of the network in one step prior
to unary and binary constraint propagation� In the
second� we initially update only the roles for the CN
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and apply the unary constraints to eliminate as many
spurious role values as possible� and then we reconnect
the roles with arcs in preparation for binary constraint
propagation� As can be seen in Figure 
� the overhead
required for the two step approach is well worth the
e�ort� especially for longer sentences�
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Figure 
� Experiment 	� Comparing the one�step and
two�step method of building the CN during the prop�
agation of feature constraints�

Experiment 
 deals with the idea of applying a
feature constraint as soon as possible if the role value
has only one possible value for the feature� even if the
network has not been updated globally for that fea�
ture� This strategy violates the modularity of applying
constraints in groups in a global fashion and requires
overhead to avoid the needless reapplication of con�
straints to role values and role value pairs� We use the
two step approach to creating the CN when a feature is
speci�ed based on the results of Experiment 	� As can
be seen in Figure �� the overhead of applying feature
constraints early becomes less signi�cant as sentence
length increases� Furthermore� the early application
strategy becomes signi�cantly superior to the normal
method when the sentence length is 
� words or longer�
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Figure �� Experiment 
� Comparing feature speci�ca�
tion in groups of 	� applying constraints early or in the
normal fashion�

The algorithm in Figure 	 goes through the pro�
cess of selecting a feature� preparing the network for

that feature� propagating all applicable unary and bi�
nary constraints� and applying MUSE AC��� With 	�
features� we are modifying the CN 	� times� applying
all applicable sets of constraints 	� times� and apply�
ing MUSE AC�� 	� times� One drawback of this setup
is the need to �lter 	� times� Despite the use of MUSE
AC��� �ltering multiple times could be costly because
of the duplicated e�ort� many of the role values �those
that are not eliminated� will be checked for consis�
tency multiple times� On the other hand� keeping the
CN small by handling each feature individuallymay be
the best strategy� For Experiment �� we compare the
running time of the parser when it handles each feature
individually �	� iterations of the outer loop in Figure
	�� in groups of three �� iterations�� and in groups of
� �� iterations�� Only the number of features speci�ed
at one time was modi�ed across the three conditions�
the ordering of features was held constant� Note that
we use the two step approach to creating the CN when
a feature is speci�ed and apply constraints early when
a role value has a single feature value for the relevant
features �based on the results of Experiments 	 and

�� As can be seen in Figure �� the fastest parsing
times were achieved by specifying the feature types
one at a time� By working with one feature type at a
time and using a tight set of constraints �i�e�� a set of
constraints that eliminates most role values that are
created by the feature speci�cation�� many of the role
values that would be created when handling multiple
features at the same time are never created�
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Figure �� Experiment �� Comparing feature speci�ca�
tion in groups of 	� �� and ��

Experiments ���� Aggregate Con�
straints and Di�erential Roles with
Loosely	Tightly Integrated MUSE AC�
�

In Experiment �� we compare the time to parse a sen�
tence with or without a set of aggregate constraints�
For this comparison� we use a parser that adopts the
best strategies from Experiments 	�� �i�e�� the parser
works with one feature at a time� applies unary con�
straints to eliminate role values before the CN is pre�
pared for binary constraints� and applies feature con�
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straints early if possible�� Before discussing the results
of this comparison� we describe aggregate constraints
and how they are implemented�

Aggregate constraints are used to restrict the role
values to those that would be allowed based on infor�
mation extracted from the set of binary constraints
in the grammar and applied during unary constraint
propagation� The following is an example of an ag�
gregate constraint that requires that a role value with
label subj have a modi�ee that points at a word that
can be a tensed verb�

�if �and �eq �lab x� subj�
�eq �rid x� governor��

�and �has�cat �mod x� �verb��
�has�vtype �mod x� �present past����

Note that it is possible for the word pointed to by

mod x� to be ambiguous between a noun form or
a verb form� or between a verb that is untensed or
tensed� The example aggregate constraint simply elim�
inates role values that have modi�ees pointing to word
that can never be tensed verbs� That is� the above
constraint indicates a lower bound on the set of feature
assignments permitted for a role value and its modi�
�ees�

In order to apply the aggregate constraints� the
set of possible lexical categories are collected for each
word in the sentence� as well as the possible feature
values for each feature type associated with all pos�
sible lexical categories of the word� This information
is stored in a table� which is indexed by the position
of the word in the sentence and its lexical information
�e�g�� lexical category� vtype� subcat� agr�� An ag�
gregate constraint is applied in the same way as any
unary constraint except that when an aggregate pred�
icate �such as has cat� is tested� it is with respect to
the information stored in the table under its position
or the position associated with its modi�ee� depend�
ing on the access function used as its �rst argument
�i�e�� �pos x� or �mod x��� The example constraint
will eliminate a role value whose modi�ee is pointing
at a word that does not have the correct attributes
�i�e� a tensed verb�� Aggregate constraints eliminate

many of the role values during the O�n
� phase of the
algorithm that would have required binary constraint
propagation and �ltering to eliminate� both O�n�� op�
erations� The time savings resulting from the use of
aggregate constraints during parsing is dramatic� as
shown in Figure ��

Note that aggregate constraints depend on the
state of the parse when they are applied� hence� un�
like traditional unary and binary constraints� they are
not order independent� As role values are eliminated
from roles during the propagation of aggregate con�
straints� it may be that additional applications of the
aggregate constraints would eliminate additional role
values� As an example� if there is no longer a tensed
verb in the sentence to modify after applying some
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Figure �� Experiment �� Parsing with and without
aggregate constraints�

constraint� then our example aggregate constraint� if
reapplied� would eliminate all of the subject labels�
Despite the fact that aggregate constraints are not or�
der invariant� the time savings resulting from their use
is dramatic� Furthermore� reapplication of the aggre�
gate constraints is not really necessary if we always
apply the set of binary constraints from which the ag�
gregate constraints are derived�

Experiment � investigates two other features that
can be incorporated into our parser to further enhance
parser speed� First� the �ltering algorithm can be more
tightly integrated with our parser� In initial imple�
mentations of the MUSE AC algorithms� the arc con�
sistency data structures were separate from the CN of
our parser� This allowed us to test a variety of �lter�
ing algorithms without modifying the underlying CDG
parser� However� the construction and modi�cation of
these data structures should slow down the running
time of the parser� Second� supporting the same num�
ber of roles per lexical category increases the number
of arcs and arc matrices that the parser must process�
hence� it is likely to slow down the parser� Our CDG
parser �in all experiments� uses a grammar table to
limit the labels generated for role values of a partic�
ular role to those that are appropriate given the role
name and lexical category� When a role entry for a
category is not used to keep track of any grammati�
cal information� its only label is blank� This� together
with a unary constraint indicating that the modi�ee of
a role value with label blank must be nil� is su�cient
to set the role to contain a single value of blank�nil�
Unfortunately� the presence of that single element in
the �useless� role will be su�cient to cause an arc to
be created between that role and all of the other roles
in a sentence� When binary constraints and �ltering
are applied to the CN� these useless arcs must be pro�
cessed� Fortunately� the grammar table can also be
used to eliminate a particular role for a lexical category
simply by changing the way it is used �no constraints
need to be rewritten�� The grammar writer can now
use the table� not only as a way of indicating which la�
bels are allowed for a role value assigned to a role� but

������� ���



also whether a particular role should be generated for
a given lexical category� If there is no label assigned to
a particular category�role entry in the table� then that
role is never generated for the given lexical category�
By deleting table entries that had only the label blank
in our RM grammar� we obtained the following distri�
bution of roles per lexical category� single role cate�
gories include cardinals� ordinals� determiners� noun
modi�ers� particles� and propernouns� two role cate�
gories include adverbs� predeterminers� prepositions�
nouns� and pronouns� three role categories include ad�
jectives� and four role categories include conjunctions
and verbs� Figure � compares the running time of
the fastest CDG parser from experiment �� which has
the same number of roles per category and separate
MUSE AC�� data structures and processing� a parser
that has the same number of roles per category and in�
tegrated MUSE AC�� �ltering� and a parser that has a
di�erent number of roles per category and integrated
MUSE AC�� �ltering� Integrating MUSE AC�� slows
the parser down slightly for short sentences� suggest�
ing that distributing the data structures across the CN
incurs some overhead� however� that overhead is over�
come when parsing longer sentences� The greatest im�
provement in parsing time comes from allowing word
classes to support a di�erent number of roles� This de�
crease in running time results from the fact that binary
constraints and �ltering have fewer arcs to process�
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Figure �� Experiment �� The e�ects of integrated
MUSE AC�� and a di�erent number of roles per cate�
gory�

Conclusion
The bottom line is that these mechanisms have allowed
us to construct a parser that parses sentences in the
RM corpus with an average time of approximately 	�
seconds per sentence on a 
�� MHz Sun Ultra SPARC�
A grammar based on Maruyama�s original parsing con�
cept would not be able to support the parsing of sen�
tences using a feature grammar nor process sentences
with lexical ambiguity� and it would require substan�
tially more time �minutes longer� to parse each of the
sentences in the corpus� Indeed� the time to parse a
sentence when specifying all 	� features in one step is

quite large� Without the strategies discussed in this
paper� CDG parsing would not be practical without a
parallel implementation� It should also be noted that�
all of the strategies adopted in this paper are consis�
tent with a parallel implementation of our CDG parser
�	���
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